Abstract

Literature portray the culture and experiences of each nation People over time from literature to better and more effective transfer of ideas, experiences and their goals have An important part of the literature on the cultivation of talents and enduring ideas in the mind plays an important role, constitutes children's literature Children's literature has special components that make it specific age groups puts your audience Despite these components in all works of literary Vafrysh children, essential importance is Vhayz Children's literature is one of the genres that in other types of literature have been more effective in meeting the needs of children Therefore, according to the importance of children's literature and its overall impact on the mental and emotional growth, it is necessary to identify the components Therefore, in this study, to examine the components of children's literature in fiction age group "j" (9-12) two prominent Egyptian writer and Iran's Mehdi Azar Yazdi full Gilani and discussed the descriptive analysis Understanding the components of content, structure and general principles of literary creation, particularly for children, as well as a comparative study of the effects of an issue that is considered These studies have shown that despite differences in ways of expression and design fictional events between the two authors, but the themes of literary works, has many similarities in aspects of education, moral education and the structure and style of both author tailored to the needs and interests of children
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